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At the Monsters, Inc. It is considered dangerous work, as human children are believed to be toxic. Energy
production is falling because children are becoming less easily scared, and Monsters, Inc. Waternoose, is
determined to find a solution. One day, Sulley discovers that Randall has left a door activated on the scare
floor and a small girl has entered the factory. They soon discover that she is not toxic after all; Sulley grows
attached to her and calls her "Boo", while Mike is just anxious to be rid of her. The two smuggle her back into
the factory disguised as a baby monster in an attempt to send her home. Randall discovers Boo and tries to
kidnap her, but mistakenly kidnaps Mike instead. Before Randall can use the machine on Mike, Sulley
disables the machine, frees Mike, and reports Randall to Waternoose. The two meet the Abominable
Snowman , who tells them about a nearby village, which Sulley realizes he can use to return to the factory.
Sulley prepares to return, but Mike refuses to go with him. Meanwhile, Randall is preparing to use the Scream
Extractor on Boo, but Sulley intervenes, destroying the machine and saving Boo. Randall and Sulley battle,
and after Mike returns and helps Sulley overpower Randall, the two reconcile, take Boo, and flee. Randall
pursues them to the door vault, and a wild chase ensues among the millions of doors as they move in and out
of the storage vault on rails to the factory floor. Randall attempts to kill Sulley, but Boo overcomes her fear of
the former and attacks him, enabling Sulley to catch him. Sulley and Mike then trap Randall in the human
world, where two residents at a trailer park mistake him for an alligator and beat him with a shovel. Sulley and
Mike take Boo and her door to the training room. Waternoose follows them and demands Sulley to surrender
Boo to him. It needs one final piece, which Sulley took as a memento, in order to work. Sulley puts the door
chip into place, enters, and joyfully reunites with Boo. Voice cast Main article: List of Monsters, Inc. Even
though Sulley excels at scaring children, he is a gentle giant by nature. Billy Crystal as Michael "Mike"
Wazowski, a short, round green monster with a single big eyeball and skinny limbs. Mike is charming and
generally the more organized of the two, but is prone to neurotics and his ego sometimes leads him astray. He
is dating Celia Mae, who calls him "Googly-Bear". Mary Gibbs as Boo, a two-year-old [4] [5] [6] human girl
who is unafraid of any monster except Randall, the scarer assigned to her door. She believes Sulley is a large
cat and refers to him as "Kitty". He is a snide and preening character who makes himself a rival to Sulley and
Mike in scream collection. James Coburn as Henry J. Waternoose III, an arthropodic monster with a crab-like
lower body. He acts as a mentor to Sulley, holding great faith in him as a scarer. Jennifer Tilly as Celia Mae, a
gorgon -like monster with one eye and tentacle-like legs. Celia is the receptionist for Monsters, Inc. John
Ratzenberger as Yeti [8] a. The Abominable Snowman, [9] a furry white monster who was banished to the
Himalayas. Dan Gerson as Smitty and Needleman, two goofy monsters with cracking voices, who work as
janitors and operate the Door Shredder when required. Bonnie Hunt as Ms. Flint, a female monster, who trains
new monsters to scare children. Samuel Lord Black as George Sanderson, a chubby, oranged-furred monster
with a sole horn on top of his head. A running gag throughout the film involves George repeatedly making
contact with human artifacts such as socks and the like which cling to his fur via static , prompting his scare
coach to trigger "23â€”19" incidents with the CDA resulting in him mobbed, shaved bald, and sterilized. He is
good friends with Pete "Claws" Ward. Joe Ranft as Pete "Claws" Ward, a blue monster with razor-sharp claws
and horrifying breath. Production Development When production began in earnest on Monsters, Inc. The idea
for Monsters, Inc. I knew monsters were coming out of my closet when I was a kid. Docter pitched the story to
Disney with some initial artwork on February 4 that year. He and his story team left with some suggestions in
hand and returned to pitch a refined version of the story on May Each monster represented a fear he had, and
conquering those fears caused the monsters eventually to disappear. As the story continued to develop, the
child varied in age and gender. The idea was later largely rejected, as it was thought that audiences would be
distracted by the tentacles. Sullivan was also planned to wear glasses throughout the film. A term coined by
Lasseter, a "story summit" was a crash exercise that would yield a finished story in only two days.
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Development artist Ricky Nierva drew a concept sketch of a rounded, one-eyed monster as a concept for the
character, and everyone was generally receptive to it. He considered it his first experience in writing a feature
film. He explained, "I would sit with Pete [Docter] and David Silverman and we would talk about a scene and
they would tell me what they were looking for. I would make some suggestions and then go off and write the
sequence. The board artist was not beholden to my work and could take liberties here and there. Sometimes, I
would suggest an idea about making the joke work better visually. Once the scene moved on to animation, the
animators would plus the material even further. He screen tested for the role and was interested, but when Pete
Docter was unable to make contact with him, he took it as a "no". Goodman interpreted the character to
himself as the monster equivalent of a National Football League player. In November , early in the production
of Monsters, Inc. To help the animators with Sulley and other large monsters, Pixar arranged for Rodger
Kram, a University of California, Berkeley expert on the locomotion of heavy mammals, to lecture on the
subject. Without self-shadowing, either fur or hair takes on an unrealistic flat-colored look e. Results were not
satisfactory, as such objects caught and stretched out the fur due to the extreme amount of motion. Another
similar test was also unsuccessful, because, this time, the fur went through the objects. Fizt allowed the fur to
react in a more natural way. Every time when Sulley had to move, his fur automatically reacted to his
movements, thus taking the effects of wind and gravity into account as well. The render farm in place for
Monsters, Inc. The film had a small drop-off of In its third weekend, the film experienced a larger decline of
In its fourth weekend, however, there was an increase of 5. As of May , it is the eighth-biggest fourth weekend
ever for a film. The Fellowship of the Ring for the weekend, it moved to first place on subsequent weekends
due to exceptionally small decreases or even increases and dominated for six weeks at the box office. The
critical consensus was, "Clever, funny, and delightful to look at, Monsters, Inc.
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Setting[ edit ] The monster characters reside in the city of Monstropolis. According to a DVD bonus feature,
Monstropolis was founded after all of the monsters who once co-existed with humans were all chased off the
mainland and eventually moved to an island on an unknown world where they have lived ever since. The only
way for them to enter human-inhabited areas was via closet doors. The company Monsters, Inc. There are also
companies that rival Monsters, Inc. The city also provides universities at which monsters can study to scare,
the most prominent in the storyline being Monsters University for its outstanding Scaring Program. One of its
rivals is a college called Fear Tech. Main characters[ edit ] James P. Even though he excels at scaring children,
he is kindhearted, thoughtful and affects a relaxed, amiable personality. Monsters University depicts the
college-age Sulley as a talented but lazy student whose father Bill had made a name for himself as a proficient
Scarer. He and Mike start as arch-rivals in their introductory scaring class, but eventually form a friendship
that lasts even beyond their expulsion from the university. Mike Wazowski[ edit ] Michael "Mike" Wazowski
voiced by Billy Crystal in the film series, Carlos Alazraqui in the video games, Ivar Brogger in Cars
Mater-National Championship , Noah Johnston as his younger self in Monsters University , is an 64cm tall
green monster with a ball-shaped body, a single big eyeball, two small horns, skinny arms and legs. Mike had
a lonesome childhood and struggled to make friends. On a class field trip to Monsters, Inc. Mike initially
disliked Sulley for his arrogance and bad work ethic. Mike then works out a deal with the dean of the school to
re-enroll in the program on the stipulation that he wins the Games. Mike and Sulley begin to build a friendship
as they compete together. During the final event, Sulley cheats, and both Mike and Sulley are expelled from
school. After being expelled, the two were offered jobs as workers in the Monsters, Inc. They advance through
the ranks until Sully is a scarer and Mike is his assistant. Mike is dating Celia Mae at this time. Additionally,
Mike helps Sulley in his mission to save Boo. Mike is not only known for his humor, but also his intelligence.
Manoux in the video game , Peter Kelamis in the Disney Infinity video game series is a Cianfa Donati
-inspired purple, impatient, multi-legged lizard monster with an ability to change skin color and blend in
completely with his surroundings. He secretly approaches Henry J. During the final battle, Randall is thrown
through a door by Sulley into the human world and winds up in a house trailer whose inhabitants beat him
senseless, believing him to be an alligator. Sulley and Mike destroyed the door to prevent Randall from
returning the monster world and foiled his plan getting Mr. Waternoose arrested in the process while Fungus
reforms. In the prequel Monsters University , Randall nicknamed "Randy" enrolls at the same time as Mike
Wazowski and the two end up as friends and roommates. He is insecure and shy at first, having trouble
controlling his camouflage abilities. When Randall is accepted into Roar Omega Roar, the top fraternity in the
university, Randall becomes more ambitious, confident, and ultimately more arrogant and short-tempered,
abandoning Wazowski. Appearing in Monsters, Inc. While Mike and Sulley are at home, they discover that
the girl is not toxic after all. Sulley quickly grows attached to the girl and names her "Boo". Randall tries to
kidnap Boo, but kidnaps Mike by mistake. When Mike and Sulley tried to return Boo to her home, Mr.
Waternoose had Mike and Sulley exiled to the Himalayas. Eventually, Boo gets over being afraid of Randall,
and helps to defeat him. Once Sulley and Mike have returned Boo to her room, her door is put through the
shredder. Sulley inserts the last piece, reactivates the door and enters to find Boo there. Waternoose also
previously had a mentoring relationship with Sulley. Waternoose is first seen where he reminds Thaddeus Bile
and the other trainees about the dangers of a human child getting into Monstropolis after Thaddeus left the
door opened. Waternoose is distraught to learn that the impending energy crisis is increasing, due to many
children being desensitized and being unable to be scared by monsters, which might put the company on the
verge of being shut down. When Sulley tells Mr. Waternoose that he can get the company through the energy
crisis, Mr. Waternoose tells Sulley to tell that to the board of directors. When Boo is eventually discovered
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and Sulley and Mike wanted to return her home, Mr. Waternoose agrees to help them, but he later reveals that
he and Randall are hand in glove, and that Randall is actually planning to kidnap Boo and several more
children to extract their screams to fight the energy crisis. At that point, Mr. Waternoose forced Randall to
accept his plan and watch him proceed. Waternoose has called in the CDA to help apprehend Boo and arrest
Sulley and Mike, attempting to frame them as the criminals responsible for the crisis. Mike, carrying who they
think is Boo, distracts them before running off. Brutishly knocking Sulley out of his way, he tries to grab Boo
from the bed, but instead grabs the simulation child. With this incriminating evidence, the CDA turns on
Waternoose and arrests him. As he is being dragged away, Waternoose yells at Sulley and claims that he
destroyed the company and that the energy crisis will only get worse because of him before he is pulled out of
the room. Despite not appearing in the prequel Monsters University , Waternoose is seen in a photo at the end
of the movie sporting a mustache and afro which he did not have in the original film shaking hands with Mike
and Sulley as they are being promoted to becoming a Scare Team, which may have started the mentor-like
bond between Waternoose and Sulley. She works as a receptionist at Monsters, Inc. Celia was among of the
monsters who were decontaminated at that time, which then forces her and her snakes hairs to wear neck
cones after enduring the decontimation, much to her embarrassment. When Mike and Sully were being chased
by Randall, Celia angrily grabbed onto Mike threatening to break up with him if he did not tell her what was
happening until Boo appeared with Mike stating that they are trying to get her back to her room. Celia does a
diversion by announcing that Randall had broken the Scare Record. She is seen again at the end of the film,
having fully recovered and made amends with Mike, and tells him that a box full of magazines has just
arrived. Both she and Mike are surprised to see that Mike has made the cover of the magazine although his
face is covered by a bar code. She kisses him and her hair snakes tickles his face. Mike seemed to enjoy the
tickling and kissing from Celia and her snakes. Despite being partnered with Fungus, Randall seems to be
annoyed by his antics and would often abuse him and boss him around. When Randall attempts to test the
extraction machine on Mike, Sulley puts Fungus on the chair and rescues Mike. The scream machine renders
Fungus unconscious and blanches him white implying the machine will cause considerable physical harm if
used on a child. Roz[ edit ] Roz voiced by Bob Peterson is a slug -like monster who is the key master and
administrator of Scare Floor F. She also makes surprise appearances in three outtakes of the film, when Boo is
in the toilet cubicle with Sulley, the CDA shaves and showers George Sanderson, and when Sulley proves to
Boo that there is no one behind her bedroom door. She appears briefly near the end of the prequel Monsters
University as a member of the CDA squad that responds to the break-in at the Door Lab. Although she wears a
full-body protective suit that covers her face, her shape and voice give away her identity. Needleman and
Smitty[ edit ] Needleman and Smitty both voiced by Dan Gerson are two monsters that work as maintenance
and errand monsters at Monsters, Inc. Both of them worship Sulley and the ground that he walks upon. One of
their jobs at Monsters, Inc. In one of the outtakes, Smitty accidentally calls Sullivan "Solomon", while another
the last outtake of the film sees it shred the door too fast; it later runs backstage with them holding on to it thus
almost destroying the backstage equipment and props. Needleman and Smitty are also part of the company
play, taking the roles as Randall and Fungus respectively. Sullivan and Randall Boggs. Augustus "Spike"
Jones - An orange slug -like monster with tons of retractable spikes on his back. Bob Peterson - A light blue
dinosaur -like monster with removable teeth. He is named after Bob Peterson. After the sock is removed and
destroyed, George is then shaved, showered, and applied a neck cone to him. When in the locker room, the
toys that Sulley hid in a nearby locker fell on him causing Charlie to shout "" which caused the CDA to work
on him again. When Charlie picks out a door to a house in the Himalayas, Sulley emerges from it and
unknowingly placed a sock on him. Gerson - An orange monster with only a large mouth and two legs. Harry
"Bud" Lucky - A thin turquoise Octopus monster with long shaggy purple hair covering his face. He is named
after Bud Luckey. He is named after Joe Ranft. When interviewed about the "kid-tastrophe", he claimed Boo
flew over him and used laser vision to blast a car. Pete "Claws" Ward voiced by Joe Ranft - A blue crocodile
-like monster with retractable sharp claws and horrifying breath who is good friends with his assistant. When
working on one door, he ran out and told his assistant that the child he tried to scare almost touched him
resulting in his assistant calling for a door shredder making it the 58th door the company lost this week. He is
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good friends with Lanky Schmidt and George Sanderson. Ricky Plesuski - A green monster with a huge
mouth filled with sharp teeth, snail -like eyes, and eight legs. Josh Rivera voiced by Lee Unkrich - A tall,
slender orange monster with six tentacles for arms and four shorter tentacles for legs. He is from the same race
as the grocer Tony. Theodore "Ted" Pauley voiced by Katherine Ringgold - A purple monster with a Gorilla
-like stature and 16 removable eyes. In an outtake of the film, taken in slow motion, Sulley gets tripped over
as the scarers make their entrance and falls, causing a domino effect where all the other scarers fall as well
Randall initially laughs at Sulley, but eventually falls as well. After everybody gets tripped over, a crew
member peeks his head out clapping the upside-down clapperboard. Charlie Proctor voiced by Philip Proctor A blue monster with snail -like eyes and tentacles for arms that is the assistant and good friend of George
Sanderson. Chuck voiced by Danny Mann - A pink beige frog -like monster with 4 arms and also assists
Claws Ward.
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If witnesses are to be believed there has been a child security breach for the first time in monster history. A
CDA agent stands in front of the smoldering sushi restaurant. A microphone is thrust in his face CDA Agent:
We can neither confirm nor deny the presence of a human child here tonight. With chaos behind them,
panicked Monsters speaks into camera Misc Monster 1: Well, a kid flew right over me and blasted a car with
its laser vision! I tried to run from it, but it picked me up with its mind powers and shook me like a doll! A
monster with dozens of eyes steps forward to corroborate Misc Monster 3: I saw the whole thing! It is my
professional opinion that now is the time to Hurriedly Mike and Sulley yank the shades closed Boo totters
towards them, babbling. Oh, now those were alphabetized. Oh, you like this? Sullivan tosses the bear across
the room. Boo runs after it She picks up the bear and hugs it. This has gone too far Mike: No one touches little
Mikey! Mike, give her the bear. The circling helicopters head towards them. Mike and Sullivan panic. Make it
stop, Sulley! Boo continues to wail. Desperate, Sullivan offers her the bear Sullivan: The helicopters are
getting closer. The lights return to normal levels Mike: The helicopters turn around and begin to fly away
Sullivan: Mike runs toward Sullivan, reaching for the bear Mike: Mike trips on a lamp and flies across the
floor Mike: The lights flare to a white hot brightness, and then POP The laughter subsides, and all is dark
Sullivan: Mike is still wedged inside the garbage can Mike: She seems to understand. She nods and holds her
tiny finger up to her mouth Boo: Mike screams in pain Sullivan: No, no, no, no, no.
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Jerry Production The idea for Monsters, Inc. One of the ideas that came out of the brainstorming session was a
movie about monsters. Docter started working on the script in and with Harley Jessup , Jill Culton and Jeff
Pidgeon completed a draft treatment in February, The initial story did not have the character of Mike
Wazowski. The movie went into production in Each of the more than 2 million hairs on his body was required
to move independently, collect snow particulates, react to wind, bounce around when he moved, and cast
shadows on the other hairs. Obviously, this would be impossible for animators to do efficiently by hand, so
Pixar set up a new simulation department that would develop computer programs to automatically mimic
real-world physics in animation. They are still far from easy to use. One exceptionally bad early test an
animation of Sulley clumsily trying to navigating an obstacle course resulted in the hairs stretching, going
through objects, sticking to the floor, and glitching out. Pixar continues to add capabilities to these tools to the
present day. The Himalayan scenes were also particularly tricky. The release of Monsters, Inc. The plaintiffs
had requested a temporary injunction against the release of the film. Judge Clarence Brimmer, Jr. He judged
against the injunction, and the entire suit was thrown out on June, 26, Joshua Hollander and Bob Whitehill,
along with a team of 14 pros spent a year continuously recreating the world, characters, and story into 3D.
Pete Doctor, the director, mentions that the film was always thought of in 3D and that the transition was easy.
Doctor insists the movie will be comfortable to watch no strain , consistent enhancing, not changing , and
captivating immersive. Each scene was taken in and re-shot, determine how much of the 3D effect was
necessary and when to hold back for dramatic effect. Some problems arose with certain images throughout the
movie when converting to 3D: Spin-offs A manga version of Monsters, Inc. Feld Entertainment currently
tours a Monsters, Inc. A series of video games, and a multi-platform video game were created, based on the
movie. A four issue sequel comic book miniseries, Monsters Inc: Laugh Factory, published by Boom! Studios
Theme park attractions Monsters, Inc. In , "Monsters, Inc. In , " Monsters, Inc. The show is improvisational in
nature, and features the opportunity for guests to interact with the monster comedians, and even submit jokes
of their own via text message. Following the format of the California dark ride, "Ride and Go Seek" is an
extended version with enhanced effects. Trivia See Monsters, Inc. Trailers One Pixar tradition is to create
trailers for their films that do not contain footage from the released film. Trailers for this film include: Sulley
and Mike stumble into the wrong bedroom, after Mike misreads Mongolia as Magnolia. Sulley berates Mike
for making the mistake, possibly due to his lack of knowledge in geography. Mike does not take this lightly,
and sees it as Sulley teasing him for having one eye. But Sulley makes amends with Mike, and goes back to
the canteen for some doughnuts. Mike briefly stays behind, but quickly changes his mind when a dog begins
growling at him offscreen. Sulley promptly grabs Mike, and they return to Monsters. In a preview shown
before the first Harry Potter film , Sulley is shown playing charades with Mike, but Mike is unable to guess
the phrase " Harry Potter. Afterwords, Mike attempts to charade, but a bored Sulley quickly and correctly
guesses Star Wars. A bewildered Mike asks how he does it.
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Join all the monsters of Monsters, Inc. in this great alphabet book written by Mike himself! And Mike has a message for
you: "Forget all those other alphabet books where A is for apple and B is for ball.
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Mike Wazowski teaches you the ABCs in M is for Monster, an adorable rhyming Monsters Inc. inspired Little Golden
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Book released in !This is something that I had been meaning to get for a while, but was unintentionally put on the back
burner (simply meaning, I forgot about itâ€”Whoops!).
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Today we read "M is for Monster" Written by Mike Wazowski Thanks for watching!!
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Download monsters inc m is for monster or read online books in PDF, EPUB, Tuebl, and Mobi Format. Click Download
or Read Online button to get monsters inc m is for monster book now. This site is like a library, Use search box in the
widget to get ebook that you want.

Chapter 9 : Dan the Pixar Fan: Monsters Inc: M is for Monster (Little Golden Book)
Monsters, Inc. is a American computer-animated buddy comedy film produced by Pixar Animation Studios and
distributed by Walt Disney calendrierdelascience.coming the voices of John Goodman, Billy Crystal, Steve Buscemi,
James Coburn, and Jennifer Tilly, the film was directed by Pete Docter in his directorial debut, and executive produced
by John Lasseter and Andrew Stanton.
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